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Abstract—Graph Neural Network (GNN), as a powerful repre-
sentation learning model on graph data, attracts much attention
across various disciplines. However, recent studies show that
GNN is vulnerable to adversarial attacks. How to make GNN
more robust? What are the key vulnerabilities in GNN? How to
address the vulnerabilities and defend GNN against the adver-
sarial attacks? Adversarial training has shown to be effective in
improving the robustness of traditional Deep Neural Networks
(DNNs). However, existing adversarial training works mainly
focus on the image data, which consists of continuous features,
while the features and structures of graph data are often discrete.
Moreover, rather than assuming each sample is independent and
identically distributed as in DNN, GNN leverages the contextual
information across the graph (e.g., neighborhoods of a node).
Thus, existing adversarial training techniques cannot be directly
applied to defend GNN.

In this paper, we propose ContrastNet, an effective adversarial
defense framework for GNN. In particular, we propose an
adversarial contrastive learning method to train the GNN over
the adversarial space. To further improve the robustness of GNN,
we investigate the latent vulnerabilities in every component of
a GNN encoder and propose corresponding refining strategies.
Extensive experiments on three public datasets demonstrate the
effectiveness of ContrastNet in improving the robustness of
popular GNN variants, such as Graph Convolutional Network
and GraphSage, under various types of adversarial attacks.

Index Terms—graph neural network, adversarial defense, ad-
versarial training, contrastive learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Graph Neural Network (GNN) has received wide attention
[5], [9], [11], [13], [18], [22], [39], [40], [42], [44], [49] in
the past few years. It extends the traditional neural networks
to graph structured data. The goal of GNN is to learn the rep-
resentation of the graph, in the node level or graph level, via a
neural network consisting of a neural graph encoding function.
Because of its remarkable graph representation learning ability,
GNN has been explored in various real-world applications,
such as physics system [1], [15], healthcare [6], [27], [34],
chemistry [10], [52], recommender system [2], [29], [43], [48]
and security system [4], [24], [41], [47].

∗ Work was done during an internship at NEC Laboratories America.
† Corresponding author.

However, recent studies [8], [53], [54] have found that
GNN can easily be compromised by adversarial attacks. These
adversarial attacks are often stealthy and only require small
perturbations (e.g., by adding or dropping edges) of the graph
structure and/or node features to induce GNN to make incor-
rect predictions for some specific nodes with high confidence.
This makes it highly risky for those aforementioned domains
that GNN applies, especially security and financial applica-
tions, because the vulnerabilities of GNN could potentially
open the backdoor for the attackers. For example, fraudsters
could try to disguise themselves by connecting other normal
users.

Despite recent advances in adversarial attacks [8], [53],
[54], the question of how to build a robust GNN against the
adversarial attacks has not been satisfyingly addressed yet.
Nonetheless, some methods have been proposed to improve the
robustness of traditional Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) [7],
[12], [17], [23], [26], [31]–[33], [35], [36], [45]. They fall
into three main categories: (1) adversarial training meth-
ods [12], [26], [31] , (2) adversarial perturbation removing
methods [35], and (3) smoothness enforced methods [32].
However, these defense work only focus on either image
data [7], [12], [23], [26], [31], [33], [35], [36], in which
the data are independently and identically distributed in the
continuous feature space. In contrast, the structure and the
node feature of graph data are often discrete and each node
is related to its neighborhood. Thus, directly adopting the
existing defense methods for defending GNN will not work.
Different from defending the traditional DNNs, defending the
GNN has two major challenges: (1) the discrete unknown
adversarial space, and (2) the latent vulnerabilities from every
component of GNN.

Adversarial training, which augments the training data with
adversarial examples during the training stage [12], [26], [31]
has shown to be effective in defending traditional deep learning
methods against adversarial attacks. But as aforementioned,
the graphs are discrete and the combinatorial nature of the
graph structures makes it much more difficult to create adver-
sarial samples than the image. Thus, how to generate good
adversarial graph samples to augment the training data for
GNN is a non-trivial problem. Simply generating adversarial
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samples from a noise distribution will not be able to tailor
toward the graph data. And the generated ineffectual adver-
sarial samples could even weaken the robustness of the model
against various adversarial attacks.

In addition to the discrete unknown adversarial space, the
vulnerabilities of GNN can come from components of its
unique architecture: the aggregator and the updater [50]. As the
main strength of GNN, the aggregator computes the new node
representation by leveraging context information to cover the
graph structure besides the node attributes. However, the ag-
gregator can be vulnerable because the node representation de-
pends not only on its feature but also on its neighborhood [18].
[53] has shown that the attack can be conducted without
touching the target node, since the attack on the neighbors may
propagate to the target node that is not attacked. Another vul-
nerability can be related to the updater, which is employed to
connect the current layer of the network to its previous layers,
so that more structural information can be covered. Recently,
GNNs, such as GraphSage, leverage the skip-connection [13]
to aggregate the representation from the predecessor layer
and drop the rest of intermediate representations during the
information propagation within k-hop neighbors. However,
stacking multiple such layers could also propagate the noisy
or adversarial information from an exponentially increasing
number of expanded neighboring member [18]. Only consid-
ering the last layer of representation may be vulnerable to the
potential noise. Another vulnerability is related to the input
dimension. As shown in [37], there is a one-to-one relationship
between the adversarial vulnerability and the input dimension,
such that the adversarial vulnerability increases with the input
dimension. By noticing the vulnerabilities caused by different
components, it needs to improve their robustness to adversarial
attacks.

To tackle the aforementioned two challenges, in this paper,
we propose ContrastNet, an effective contrastive learning
based framework for defending Graph Neural Network (GNN)
against adversarial attacks. In particular, to train a robust
GNN, we propose ACL, an adversarial contrastive learning
method instead of traditional supervised training. ACL models
the graph adversarial learning as a min-max optimization to
overcome the discrete unknown adversarial space problem,
and leverages the high-level graph representation as auxiliary
information to regularize the node representation learning.
Moreover, we investigate the vulnerabilities in the aggrega-
tor and the updater of a GNN encoder, and propose graph
encoder refining strategies including aggregator refining, up-
dater refining, and bottleneck refining to address those model
vulnerabilities. To evaluate the performance of ContrastNet,
we perform an extensive set of experiments on three public
graph datasets. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of our
proposed framework on defending the popular GNN variants,
such as Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) and GraphSage,
against various types of adversarial attacks.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We propose ContrastNet, an effective contrastive learning

based framework for defending Graph Neural Network

(GNN) against adversarial attacks.
• We design ACL, a new training strategy to train GNNs

in an adversarial contrastive way to address the discrete
unknown adversarial space problem. We adopt a min-max
optimization to explicitly explore the adversarial space
and exploit the high-level graph representation as aux-
iliary information to regularize the node representation
learning.

• We investigate the latent vulnerabilities in each compo-
nent of a GNN encoder and propose three corresponding
refining strategies.

• The proposed framework is extensively evaluated on three
real-world graph datasets. The experimental results show
that our framework can effectively defend popular GNNs
against various types of adversarial attacks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce
some preliminaries and problem definition in Section 2. Sec-
tion 3 discusses our proposed adversarial defense framework
in detail. Section 4 provides the experimental results. Section
5 discusses the related work. Finally, Section 6 concludes the
paper.

II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we present the preliminaries and problem
definition of our work.

A. Notations

We use bold lowercase for vectors (e.g., a), bold capital
for matrices (e.g., A), and calligraphic letters for sets (e.g.,
A). A graph is represented by a triplet G = (V, E ,X),
where V = {v1, ..., vn} is the set of nodes, E ⊆ V × V
is the set of edges, and X ∈ Rn×d is a matrix. Its v-
th row, xv , representing the d-dimensional feature vector of
node v. Also, |V|= n and |E|= m are the number of nodes
and edges in G, respectively. Following the existing work on
adversarial attacks [53], in this paper, we consider graphs that
are undirected and discretely attributed and the Graph Neural
Network (GNN) is convolutional aggregator based1.

B. Graph Neural Networks

GNN is a neural network parameterized function fθ, which
leverages both graph structure and node feature to learn the
representation of node/graph for different tasks. Here θ is
the set of all parameters. Typically, fθ has a graph encoding
function ENC(·) as follows to generate the node embedding:

h(final)
v = ENC(h(0)

v , {h(0)
u }u∈Nv

) (1)

where h
(final)
v is the embedding vector of node v after K

iterations/layers, h(0)
v = xv is the original feature of node v,

and Nv is the set of neighboring nodes of v in graph G, i.e.,
Nv = {u|(u, v) ∈ E , (v, u) ∈ E}.

The encoding function is characterized by an aggre-
gator function Aggregator() and an updater function

1Attention based GNNs like Graph Attention Network or Gate updater
based GNNs like Graph LSTM won’t be covered by this work.
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Updater() [50]. The aggregator aims to gather the neighbor-
hood information for each node, which encourages message
propagation within the graph. Formally, as shown in the
updater part of Fig.1, the k-th layer/iteration of a GNN is
described as follows:

a(k)v = Aggregator(k)({h(k−1)
u }u∈Nv

) (2)

h(k)
v = Updater(k)(a(k)v ) (3)

where a
(k)
v is the aggregated representation of the node rep-

resentation h
(k−1)
v (at the (k − 1)-th layer) of node v.

Traditionally, the parameters of GNN fθ are trained in a
supervised manner. For example, considering node classifica-
tion, each node v has a label yv ∈ Y = {1, 2, ..., Y }. Then,
the goal is to learn a new representation of node v, which can
be used to predict the node label. In this case, the GNN is
define as f t

θ(G) = f t
θ(X,A) → y ∈ R, where t is the target

node indicator.

C. Adversarial Attack on GNNs

Given a graph G = (V, E ,X) and a GNN model fθ, fθ
is expected to perform good predictions on G (e.g., trans-
ductive classification) and on other graphs with a similar
distribution of G (e.g., inductive classification). The goal of
an adversarial attack is to maliciously transform G through a
perturbation function P () to a perturbed graph G′ = P (G) =
P (V ′, E ′,X′), such that the performance of the original model
fθ on the perturbed graph G′ drops dramatically. More pre-
cisely, in this work, we focus on direct targeted poisoning
attacks on both node feature and graph structure. Formally,
the adversarial attack is defined as follows:

arg max
G′=P (G))

maxc ̸=cold lnZ
∗
t,c − lnZ∗

t,cold

s.t. Z∗
t = fθ∗(G′) with θ∗ = argmin

θ
L(θ;G′)

(4)

The target is to find a perturbed graph G′ that classifiers
classify the target node as the new class c and has maximal
distance to ground truth class cold in terms of logits.

D. Problem Statement

In this work, we study the problem of adversarial defense
for GNN, that is to defend a GNN against the direct targeted
poisoning attacks. More formally, given a graph G and an
original GNN model fθ, our goal is to construct a robust model
f
(robust)
θ during the training phase, such that in the testing

phase, the f
(robust)
θ preserves its good performance on the

unseen perturbed graph G′.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

As discussed in the introduction, addressing the vulnera-
bilities and defending GNN against the adversarial attacks is
challenging due to discrete unknown adversarial space and
unique GNN architecture. To overcome these challenges, we
propose an adversarial defense framework ContrastNet with
two critical steps: Adversarial Contrastive Learning (ACL) and
Graph Encoder Refining (GER) as illustrated in Fig. 1. In the
ACL, our goal is to train GNN to be more distinguishable

between real benign samples and adversarial samples and
enhance its defensibility against adversarial attacks. And in the
GER, we aim to find the vulnerabilities in every component
of a GNN encoder, and propose corresponding strategies to
address these vulnerabilities. These two steps collectively
address the challenges of defending GNN against adversarial
attacks.

A. ACL: Adversarial Contrastive Learning

Adversarial training has shown to be effective in defending
traditional deep neural networks against adversarial attacks.
But as aforementioned, how to generate good adversarial graph
samples is still a very challenging problem. In this section, we
propose a novel adversarial training method for GNN.

Contrastive learning has been widely found useful for
representation learning of graph data [14]. Its objective can
be written as:

L = E(x+,y+,y−)[ℓ(x
+, y+, y−)] (5)

where (x+, y+) indicates a positive data pair and (x+, y−)
indicates a negative data pair. ℓ(x+, y+, y−) scores a pos-
itive tuple (x+, y+) against a negative one (x+, y−), and
E(x+,y+,y−) represents the expectation w.r.t. the joint distri-
bution over the positive and negative samples. Since negative
sampling is independent of the positive label, Eq. 5 can be
rewritten as:

L = Ep(x+)Ep(y+|x+)p(y−|x+)[ℓ(x
+, y+, y−)] (6)

= Ep(x+)[Ep(y+|x+)s(x
+, y+)− Ep(y−|x+)s(x

+, y−)] (7)

where s(x, y) measures the correlation between x and y.
p(y+|x+) denotes the probability of a positive tuple while
p(y−|x+) denotes the probability of a negative tuple.

Traditional graph embedding methods adopt a noise con-
trastive estimation approach and approximate p(y−|x+) with
a noise distribution probability pn(y), such that:

L = Ep(x+)[Ep(y+|x+)s(x
+, y+)− Epn

s(x+, y−)] (8)

However, using pn sacrifices the performance of learning
as the negative samples are produced based on a noise dis-
tribution. What is worse, using pn also harms the robustness
of the learning as the negative samples are produced without
considering the adversarial samples.

To address this problem, we model the negative sampler by
a generator under a conditional distribution g(y|x). Formally,
it is defined as follows:

L = Ep(x+)[Ep(y+|x+)s(x
+, y+)− Eg(y|x)s(x

+, y−)]. (9)

We optimize the above objective function in a minimax
adversarial learning manner as follows:

min
S

max
G

{Ep(y+|x+)[logS(x, y)]

+Eg(y|x)[log(1− S(G(x+, y−)))]}.
(10)

This formulation includes a discriminator S and an adversarial
sample generator G. Different from GAN, which generates
samples close to the given data, G generates adversarial
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Fig. 1: Comparison between a traditional GNN workflow and ContrastNet workflow. ContrastNet contains two modules: Adversarial
Contrastive Learning (ACL) and Graph Encoder Refining (GER). The ACL takes the benign graph samples (e.g., G) and the adversarial
graph samples (e.g., G′) as the input to train the refined GNN over contrastive adversarial space. And the GER polishes the GNN with
mean-pooling aggregator (i.e., Aggregatormean()), dense-connected updater (i.e., Updaterdense()), and bottleneck layer (i.e., Bottleneck()).

samples as hard negative samples. The hard negative samples
can help to learn a better discriminator for distinguishing
the positive and negative pairs. The S and G are trained
in a joint way: we adjust the parameters of G to maximize
log(1 − S(G(x+, y−))) and adjust the parameters of S to
minimize logS(x, y), as if they follow the two-player minimax
game.

However, there is no constraint for the generator G, and
G is not tailored to the graph data. This may cause the
suboptimal quality of the generated adversarial samples since
the adversarial latent space cannot be effectively explored.
This limitation may affect the quality of the learned repre-
sentation. To overcome it, we adopt a conditional generator
configuration [28], which extends a conditional model where
the generator and discriminator are both conditioned on some
extra information. The extra information could be any kind of

auxiliary information, such as class labels or data from other
modalities.

The condition can be realized by feeding extra information
into both the discriminator and generator as an additional
input layer. As shown in Fig. 1, we consider the high-
level graph representation (e.g., graph embedding hG) as a
global constraint to regularize the node representation learning.
The motivation is based on the observation that global-level
representation such as graph embedding is less sensitive to
the adversarial perturbation than the local-level representation
such as node embedding [8]. Thus, the high-level graph
representation can be used to guide the robust learning of the
local node representation. Accordingly, the objective of our
adversarial contrastive learning becomes:
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min
S

max
G

{Ep(y+|x+)[logS(h
(final)
v |hG)]

+Eg(y|x))[log(1− S(G(h
′(final)
v |h′

G)))]}
(11)

where h
′(final)
v and h′

G are the node and graph embeddings
from the generated adversarial samples G′ = (V ′, E ′,X′) =
P (G). Here, the perturbation function P () can be defined
similarly to [53].

To obtain the graph embedding, we employ a Read-
out function, Readout(). Given the node representations
{h(final)

v }v∈V of graph G, the Readout() performs a mean
pooling followed by a nonlinear mapping as follows:

hG = Readout(h(final)
v |v ∈ V) = σ(Wr(

1

n

n∑
i=1

h
(final)
i )))

(12)

where σ represents the sigmoid function, Wr represents a
trainable linear mapping matrix, n indicates the number of
nodes within the graph. This module follows the idea of using
the pooling function to compute the high-level representation
in CNN. The reason of using a mean pooling is that repre-
sentation generated by the mean operation is more stable and
less sensitive to the small-scale adversarial attacks.

For the discriminator, we employ a mutual information
estimator, MIE(), to jointly model the local and global graph
representations via a bilinear scoring function:

S(h(final)
v |hG) = MIE(h(final)

v ,hG) = σ(h(final)
v WDhG)

(13)

where MIE(h
(K)
v ,hG) represents the mutual information

between the node embedding and graph embedding. And
WD is a trainable scoring matrix and σ denotes the sigmoid
function.

B. GER: Graph Encoder Refining

To address the challenge of the intrinsic architecture of
GNN, we examine the vulnerabilities of every component of
a GNN encoder, and propose corresponding refining strategies
as shown in the lower part of Fig.1.

1) Aggregator Refining: As the first component of GNN,
the aggregator leverages the graph structure (i.e., the local
context of each node) to improve the GNN performance by
aggregating neighborhood. However, due to graph properties,
such as homophily [25], the representation of a single node can
easily be affected by its local context. Consequently, attackers
can compromise a node’s prediction without directly changing
its features and/or edges [53].

Typical neighborhood aggregators of GNN include
sum [46], max [13], and mean [18]. The sum aggregator
sums up the features within the neighborhood Nv to captures
the full neighborhood. The max aggregator generates the
aggregated representation by element-wise max-pooling. It
captures neither the exact structure nor the distribution of the
neighborhood Nv . Note as the size of the neighborhood Nv

can be different for different v, the mean aggregator averages
individual element features out. Different from the sum and

max aggregators, it can capture the distribution of the features
in the neighborhood Nv .

The adversarial attacks are usually stealthy and can only
perform small-scale modifications to the graph data. An ideal
aggregator should be robust to such subtle perturbations in
two folds: value and expressive power [46]. In the view of
the value, among the three aggregators, the max aggregator
is very sensitive to the distinct value modification (e.g., by
adding a new neighbor of a different class with a big value).
In contrast, the sum and mean aggregator are less sensitive to
the small-scale value modifications and thus is more robust to
adversarial attacks. Different neighborhood sizes of each node
will result in different denominators for the mean aggregator,
but the same one for the sum aggregator. In this case, the mean
aggregator is more robust. In the view of expressive power,
the sum aggregator has been proven to have more expressive
power than the mean aggregator and thus more sensitive to
the structure change.

Therefore, in our ContrastNet, for the GNN that uses the
sum or max aggregator, we refine its aggregator Aggregator()
by aggregating the neighborhood in a mean pooling manner,
instead of original sum or max pooling as shown in the middle
of Fig.1. Formally, it is defined as follows:

a(k)v = Aggregator(k)mean({h(k−1)
u : u ∈ Nv})) (14)

= ReLU(W(k) 1

|Nv|
∑
u∈Nv

h(k−1)
u ) (15)

where k is the index of iteration/layer, |Nv| is the cardinality of
the neighborhood of node v, and a

(k)
v is the result of the mean

aggregation. W(k) is the trainable mapping matrix and ReLU
represents the rectified linear unit nonlinear gating function.

2) Updater Refining: The second important component of
GNN is updater, which helps to compute the new representa-
tion of each node.

Some GNN methods, such as GCN [18], simply use the
aggregated representation as the new representation for each
node. In this case, each node is updated as follows:

h(k)
v = Updater(k)(a(k)v ) = a(k)v (16)

Some other GNNs, such as GraphSage [13], leverage the skip-
connection to combine the current aggregated representation
with the updated representation from the last iteration, such
that each node is updated as:

h(k)
v = Updater(k)(a(k)v ) = [akv ;h

(k−1)
v ] (17)

where [·; ·] represents the feature concatenation operation. This
skip-connection method gathers the representation from the
predecessor layer and drops the rest of intermediate represen-
tations during the information propagation within k-hop neigh-
bors. However, stacking multiple such layers could also prop-
agate noisy or adversarial information from an exponentially
increasing number of expanded neighboring members [18].

To address this problem, we propose to refine the updater
in a dense-connected style, as inspired by the DenseNet [16].
Our method keeps all intermediate representations and fuse
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them together to compute the recent-layer representation. In
this way, the recent layer is connected with all previous
representations, allowing the subsequent layer to selectively
but adaptively fuse structure information from different hops.
Consequently, the robustness can be improved for deep GNN.
Formally, the dense-connected updater is constructed as fol-
lows:

h(k)
v = Updater(k)(a(k)v ) = [akv ;h

(k−1)
v ;h(k−2)

v ; ...;h(1)
v ].

(18)

3) Bottleneck Refining: In this section, we propose the
Bottleneck Refining to enforce the GNN to map the node rep-
resentation in a non-linearly low-dimension space. Particularly,
it consists of a bottleneck mapping followed by a nonlinear
mapping as shown in Fig.1.

Recent studies have empirically studied the one-to-one
relationship between the adversarial vulnerability and the input
dimensionality, and theoretically proved that the adversarial
vulnerability of neural networks deteriorates as the input
dimensionality increases [37]. On the other hand, it is common
that real data are not truly high-dimensional [20]. The data in
a high-dimensional space can be well embedded into a lower
dimensional space for both better effectiveness and efficiency.
Therefore, it is important to perform dimensionality reduction
on the input to improve the robustness of a GNN .

To this purpose, we propose a bottleneck refining strategy
to add a bottleneck perceptron after the last Updater(K) in
order to enforce the output dimensionality of GNN being
much lower than that of the input. Formally, the bottleneck
perceptron BPercep() is defined as follows:

h(final)
v = BPercep(h(K)

v ) = ReLU((Wp)h
(K)
v ) (19)

where Wp is the trainable mapping matrix map the final
layer of node representation into the lower dimensional space.
And ReLU represents the rectified linear unit nonlinear gating
function.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate our proposed Contrast-
Net framework on three real-world graph datasets. We first
introduce the datsets used in the experiments, experiment setup
with attack models, compared methods and configuration.
Next, we show the effectiveness of the proposed ContrastNet .
We further conduct several experiments to show the effective-
ness of the adversarial contrastive learning and graph encoder
refining.

A. Datasets

TABLE I: The statistics of the datasets.

Dataset #Node #Edge #Feature #Class
Cora 2,810 7,981 1,433 7
Citeseer 2,110 3,757 3,703 6
PolBlogs 1,222 16,714 1,222 2

We use three benchmark datasets including two academic
networks (Cora and Citeseer) and a social network (PolBlogs)

for node classification tasks. We select the largest connected
component in each dataset for our experiments, and we split
each dataset randomly into a labeled set (80%) and an unla-
beled set (20%). We then further divide the labeled set into a
training set (50%) and a validate set (50%). Table I shows the
statistics of the prepossessed datasets.

B. Experiment Setup

1) Attack Models: We conduct three types of popular
adversarial attacks:

• RAND (a random perturbation attack): Given the target
node, it randomly adds edges to the pairs of nodes
that belong to different classes and/or deletes edges that
connect the pairs of nodes within the same class.

• FGSM [12] (a gradient based attack): It generates adver-
sarial examples based on the sign of gradient.

• NETTACK (a state-of-the-art optimization based at-
tack [53]): It generates adversarial perturbations by
searching the perturbation space.

The attack procedure is similar to [53]. We select 200 nodes as
the targets: 50 correctly classified nodes with high confidence;
50 correctly classified nodes but with low confidence; and 100
random nodes.

2) Compared Methods: To show the effectiveness of the
proposed ContrastNet framework on defending the adver-
sarial attacks, we compare it with a number of baselines
including two adversarial training methods (RD [8] and NCL),
a smoothness enforced method DIT [32], and variants of the
proposed ContrastNet.

RD [8] generates random samples from a noise distribution
and trains the GNN in a traditional supervised way. NCL
also generates random samples from a noise distribution, but
follows the way of Adversarial Contrastive Learning (ACL)
to train the GNN in a contrastive learning way. In contrast,
DIT [32] leverages model-specific strategies to enforce the
model smoothness. DIT is originally designed for the image
classification via CNN, but we extend it to solve the node
classification problem.

We evaluate our defense framework ContrastNet on two
most popular GNN variants: GCN [18] and GraphSage [13].
To evaluate ContrastNet and ACL, we use the original GNN
(O or OXXX ) and the refined GNN after Graph Encoder
Refining GER (R or RXXX ) as graph encoder, and consider
their variants in terms of adversarial learning methods: RD,
NCL, DIT, and ACL. To evaluate GER, we compare different
versions of GCN and GraphSage in terms of aggregator strate-
gies: XXXmean, XXXsum, and XXXmax; updater strategies:
XXXnone (simple updater as in Eq. 16), XXXskip (skip-
connected updater as in Eq. 17), and XXXdense (dense-
connected updater); bottleneck strategies: XXXlow (final layer
dimension is only half of the original dimension), XXXmid

(final layer dimension is exactly the same as the original
dimension), and XXXhigh (final layer dimension is twice of
the original dimension).
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TABLE II: Performance comparison on GCN under various attacks.

Data Attack O ORD ODIT ONCL OACL R RRD RDIT RNCL RACL

C
or

a

Clean 0.90 0.85 0.85 0.88 0.89 0.88 0.84 0.85 0.88 0.92
RAND 0.60 0.71 0.75 0.72 0.81 0.73 0.72 0.76 0.80 0.85
FGSM 0.03 0.17 0.21 0.39 0.53 0.18 0.20 0.45 0.42 0.65
NETTACK 0.01 0.16 0.19 0.27 0.32 0.15 0.17 0.43 0.38 0.60

C
ite

se
er Clean 0.88 0.82 0.83 0.83 0.84 0.90 0.88 0.86 0.86 0.90

RAND 0.60 0.72 0.70 0.75 0.79 0.72 0.75 0.75 0.79 0.85
FGSM 0.07 0.22 0.25 0.44 0.62 0.20 0.25 0.27 0.52 0.70
NETTACK 0.02 0.05 0.19 0.38 0.52 0.16 0.20 0.22 0.45 0.65

Po
lB

lo
gs Clean 0.93 0.90 0.88 0.90 0.92 0.95 0.95 0.92 0.87 0.95

RAND 0.36 0.80 0.78 0.80 0.79 0.40 0.42 0.40 0.82 0.82
FGSM 0.41 0.46 0.43 0.49 0.60 0.50 0.52 0.48 0.58 0.74
NETTACK 0.06 0.10 0.12 0.43 0.58 0.18 0.22 0.20 0.52 0.65

TABLE III: Performance comparison on GraphSage under various attacks.

Data Attack O ORD ODIT ONCL OACL R RRD RDIT RNCL RACL

C
or

a

Clean 0.85 0.84 0.80 0.82 0.81 0.88 0.80 0.83 0.84 0.88
RAND 0.70 0.69 0.72 0.78 0.80 0.78 0.79 0.81 0.82 0.84
FGSM 0.18 0.19 0.29 0.40 0.61 0.25 0.26 0.28 0.48 0.67
NETTACK 0.16 0.17 0.25 0.38 0.57 0.22 0.23 0.22 0.42 0.60

C
ite

se
er Clean 0.83 0.81 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.86 0.84 083. 0.82 0.90

RAND 0.70 0.72 0.68 0.78 0.82 0.80 0.80 0.82 0.82 0.85
FGSM 0.10 0.14 0.18 0.32 0.52 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.50 0.70
NETTACK 0.04 0.08 0.16 0.30 0.48 0.18 0.18 0.28 0.48 0.65

Po
lB

lo
gs Clean 0.86 0.83 0.82 0.84 0.85 0.90 0.86 0.85 0.82 0.89

RAND 0.43 0.69 0.65 0.62 0.70 0.60 0.62 0.60 0.68 0.78
FGSM 0.40 0.43 0.40 0.48 0.50 0.48 0.46 0.50 0.59 0.72
NETTACK 0.14 0.16 0.20 0.45 0.56 0.20 0.25 0.28 0.55 0.68

3) Configuration: We repeat all the experiments over five
different splits of labeled/unlabeled nodes to compute the
average results. For GNNs used in the experiments, we set
the default number of layers as 4. We also adopt the Adam
optimizer with an initial learning rate of 0.01, and decay the
learning rate by 0.5 for every 50 epochs.

C. Evaluation of ContrastNet Framework and ACL

In this experiment, we show the effectiveness of the pro-
posed ContrastNet framework and the ACL module under
various attacks. To guarantee the powerfulness of the adver-
sarial attacks, we set the number of the perturbations as:
np = dv + 2 with dv to be the degree of the target node.
We report the fraction of the target nodes that get correctly
classified as accuracy.

The results in Table II and Table III show that the proposed
ACL method outperforms all the baselines including the single
GER, RD, DIT and NCL, in terms of datasets, GNN variants,
and attack models. We also observe that the original GCN
and GraphSage are both very vulernable to the attacks, but
after applying our ContrastNet framework, both of them
become way more robust. For example, GCN can achieve
an accuracy of 0.90 without any attack on Cora data, but
the performance significantly drops to 0.03 under the FGSM
attack, while RACL (i.e., GCN with ContrastNet) can still
achieve an accuracy of 0.65 as shown in Table II. Similarly,
for Citeseer dataset, under the NETTACK attack, the accuracy
of GraphSage drops from 0.83 to 0.04, while RACL (i.e.,
GraphSage with ContrastNet) can still maintain an accuracy
of 0.65 as shown in Table III.

D. Evaluation of GER

In this experiment, we show the vulnerabilities of the
GNN in terms of its aggregator, updater, and output. We also
demonstrate the effectiveness of GER in addressing these
vulnerabilities.

We test the robustness of different methods under the power-
ful NETTACK attack2 with various adversarial perturbations.
We use the classification margin score s as the metric for the
classifier performance:

s = Z∗
v,c

(gt)
v

−max
c ̸=c

(gt)
v

Z∗v,c (20)

where Z∗
v,c

(gt)
v

is the predicted probability for the ground-truth
label, while max

c̸=c
(gt)
v

Z∗v,c is the incorrect prediction prob-
ability with the largest confidence. The larger s is, the higher
confidence the classifier has in making a correct prediction.

From the experimental results shown in Fig. 2, we can see
that the GCN and GraphSAGE with our proposed GER per-
form better than the original version and the ones using other
aggregator or updater strategies. We can also observe that:
(1) The mean aggregator outperforms the sum and max ones;
(2) The dense-connected updater outperforms the case without
the layer-wise connection and the skip-connected one; (3) The
lower dimension of the final layer beats both the high and
medium ones, since the adversarial vulnerability of neural
networks deteriorates as the input dimensionality increases;
(4) Comparing GCN with GraphSage, the performance of the
latter one is less stable but sometimes better, due to the random

2NETTACK is more powerful than RAND and FGSM, thus due to the
space limitation, we only show the results of NETTACK in this experiment.
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Fig. 2: Evaluation of the GER. This experiment is conducted with traditional supervised training.

neighborhood sampling; and (5) It is also worth noticing that
PolBlogs is difficult to attack, since the average degree of the
node is high.

V. RELATED WORK

In line with the focus of this work, we briefly review the
recent work on adversarial attack and defense on traditional
machine learning, and adversarial attack and defense on graph
neural networks.

A. Attack and Defense on Traditional Machine Learning

Recently, deep neural networks (DNNs) have been proven
to be highly sensitive to small adversarial perturbations [12],
[38]. Based on the attacker’s goals, the adversarial attack
can be categorized into poisoning attack and evasion attack,
where the poisoning attack’s target is the training data and
evasion attack’s target is the test data. Most of the previously
introduced work belong to the evasion attack. [19], [21], [30]
studied the problem of poisoning attack and proposed different
bi-level optimization solutions.

To defense against the adversarial attack and improve the
robustness of the traditional machine learning models, espe-
cially DNNs, a number of effects have been made. They

fall into three main categories: (1) adversarial training meth-
ods [12], [26], [31], (2) adversarial perturbation removing
methods [35], and (3) smoothness enforced methods [32].
However, these defense work mainly focus on either image
data [7], [12], [23], [26], [31], [33], [35], [36], which assumes
data are independently and identically distributed in the con-
tinuous feature space and can not be directly applied to GNNs.

B. Attack and Defense on GNNs
Recently, a few attempts have been made to study adversar-

ial attacks on GNNs. [8] proposed a non-target evasion attack
on node classification and graph classification. A reinforce-
ment learning method was used to learn the attack policy
that applies small-scale modification to the graph structure.
[53] introduced a poisoning attack on node classification.
This work adopted a substitute model attack and formulated
the attack problem as a bi-level optimization. Different from
[8], it attacked both the graph structure and node attributes.
Furthermore, it considered both direct attacks and influence
attacks. [54] proposed a meta-learning based non-targeted
poison attack method. [3] proposed a targeted poison attack
on a random walk based unsupervised node embedding.

To defend GNN against adversarial attacks, few initial
attempts have been made to study the robustness of GNN. For
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example, Zügner and Günnemann [55] proposed a certification
model and robust training specifically for perturbation of the
discrete node attributes. [51] exploited the Gaussian distri-
bution as the node representation and proposed a variance-
based attention mechanism for neighborhood aggregation.
However, there is still limited understanding of why GNNs
are vulnerable to adversarial attacks and how to defend GNNs
against various adversarial attacks. Different from existing
methods, this work focuses on defending graph convolutional
based GNN against directed targeted poisoning attacks on both
discrete node feature and graph structure.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented ContrastNet, an adversarial
defense framework for Graph Neural Network (GNN). To train
a robust GNN, we proposed an adversarial contrastive learning
technique instead of traditional supervised training. We also
leveraged the high-level graph representation to constrain
the generation of the adversarial samples. To address the
vulnerabilities in the GNN architecture, we proposed the mean
aggregation, dense connection, and bottleneck strategies. We
evaluated the proposed framework using extensive experiments
on three real-world graph datasets. The experimental results
convince us of the effectiveness of our framework on de-
fending the popular GNN variants against various types of
adversarial attacks.
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